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Abstract

1. Introduction

Wave Dragon is an overtopping type offshore
wave energy converter. The paper deals with the
first phase of a full-scale 1.5 MW demonstrator
project at the test centre DanWEC, Hanstholm.
Wave Dragons will be produced in four sizes,
optimized for 1.5 to 12 MW of capacity. The
economic optimal size depends on the wave climate
at the deployment site. Expected deployment sites
will typically be 5 to 25 km offshore and at water
depths above 30 m to exploit high power wave
resources. The development of a 1.5 MW Wave
Dragon demonstrator is based on experiences from
20,000 test hours with a smaller prototype. The
prototype was the world’s first grid connected
floating wave energy device. It was steel-built and
quite alike a 200 tons ship with regard to
construction method. The 3 times up-scaled
demonstrator device will be a reinforced concrete
construction with a design lifetime of 50 years. It
weighs around 6,500 tons and is equipped with 8
hydro-turbine generators, each rated at 185 kW.
The paper covers part of the development of the
certified 1.5 MW Wave Dragon design and the
following feasibility study of the Wave Dragon
DanWEC project.
Keywords: Wave Dragon, DanWEC, Full
demonstrator, Reinforced concrete construction

Total global coal production increased by 6.6% in
2011 – the twelfth consecutive year of growth –
according to the latest official data from the
International Energy Agency. Global energy demand
increased by over 3%.
This underlines the need for an accelerated
development of renewable energy technologies to attain
the international goal of limiting the long-term increase
of global temperature to 2° Celsius. It will probably be
necessary to exploit many different kinds of renewable
technologies also several ocean energy technology
types. It should be recognised by the political systems
that an accelerated development of these new
technologies needs much more support than we have
seen so far.
At a meeting 13 August 2012 the IEA Executive
Director Ms. van der Hoeven stressed that energy
prices need to reflect the true cost of energy. “That
means pricing carbon and abolishing fossil fuel
subsidies – subsidies which in 2011 were almost seven
times higher than support for renewables,” she said.
Several wave energy converter types have fortunately
now been tested in real seas, and MW devices like the
Wave Dragon can be expected to be in operation in
large numbers before 2020 if an adequate support
system maintains a reasonable feed in tariff for a
prolonged period of time.

scale
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Wave Dragon is a circular spread of slack chains
anchored to a central buoy, to which the main platform
and wave reflectors are connected (Figure 2). This
system allows de-coupling the vertical motions of
Wave Dragon, which are actively controlled to
optimize the power production, from the other modes
of motions, which are restrained by the mooring system
instead. The catenary solution is a well-known
technology capable of absorbing peak loads, hence well
adequate for a large floating structure such as Wave
Dragon.

Figure 1. Working principle of Wave Dragon.

The Wave Dragon is a floating, offshore Wave Energy
Converter of the overtopping type. Incoming waves are
focused by two wing reflectors towards a doublycurved ramp, by which they surge up into a reservoir
placed above the mean water level. The power
production takes place as the stored water is led back to
the sea through a set of low-head hydro-turbines
coupled to permanent magnet generators (Figure 1).
A commercial unit of Wave Dragon suitable for North
Sea conditions (yearly average wave power of 24
kW/m) is a 22,000 tons reinforced concrete structure,
occupying an area of around 150x260 m2. With 4 MW
installed power, it can produce up to 12 GWh per year.
Scale ratios used in the following are all referred to this
North Sea size.
Wave Dragon has been developed during more than 10
years, following a Technology Readiness Assessment
(TRA) approach in which each new phase of the
development is justified by the good results achieved in
the previous one. The related research and development
has been mainly carried out through physical tests.
Since the early phases the development of Wave
Dragon was mainly based on wave tank testing of a
1:51.8 scale model; among these were the proof of
concept, geometry optimization, hydrodynamic
characterization and preliminary power production
assessment [1].

Figure 2. Conceptual mooring system of Wave Dragon.

Unlike most other components, the mooring design
cannot be based on direct experience, as both during
the tank testing and the prototype trials the relatively
shallow waters did not allow a proper catenary system
to be tested. In these cases the device and reflectors
were connected to a vertical pile instead. Therefore the
mooring design for the up-scaled pre-commercial unit
has to be carried out numerically, through systematic
analyses of alternative configurations aiming at finding
the best solution in terms of reliability and economic
feasibility. In order to do so, coupled analysis of the
response of Wave Dragon to mooring and
environmental loads typical of the deployment location
will be carried out. This will be done by means of the
software SIMO/Riflex [4], which has been extensively
used in the past for coupled analysis of motions and
loads on moored offshore structures and ships.
However, preliminary to this, hydrodynamic and
mooring models of Wave Dragon have yet to be
established.
A thorough investigation aimed at the hydrodynamic
characterization of Wave Dragon has been carried out
[5]. The technique used is to validate a numerical
model for hydrodynamic analysis with experimental
data relative to previous tank tests. A hydrodynamic
analysis of the device is first performed in the
frequency domain; the value of the quadratic damping
coefficient is then determined in order to achieve the
best fit on the tension in the main mooring line between

Based on these experimental results, in 2003 a 1:4.5
scale prototype was built and tested in Nissum
Bredning, a benign location in Northern Denmark. The
extended sea trials program allowed acquiring valuable
operational experience in many aspects, as well as
validating the analytical models resulting from the
previous development phase and testing the Power
Take-Off system and control strategy [2]. Currently,
Wave Dragon is being up-scaled to commercial size.
With regard to this, the structural design of a 1.5 MW
pre commercial unit to be deployed in the North Sea at
the Danish Wave Energy Center, DanWEC off
Hanstholm in Northern Denmark, [3] is being carried
out together with the related feasibility analysis.
Respect to the tested prototype the 1.5 MW unit is a 3
times upscale.
For a floating offshore structure such as Wave Dragon,
an important part of the design process deals with the
mooring system. The conceptual mooring system for
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the numerical predictions, deriving from a time domain
coupled analysis, and the experimental data, obtained
after the tank testing of a 1:51.8 scale model of Wave
Dragon. The comparison is made at the model scale;
however the results can be used for the pre-commercial
demonstrator design, as a geometrical similarity is
maintained.
In the following the numerical model and the
method used for its calibration are described in detail.
The results of the calibration process are the
hydrodynamic parameters of Wave Dragon, which will
be used in the design of the mooring system for the 1.5
MW pre-commercial unit.

Irregular waves have been tested, representing extreme
conditions typical of the Danish part of the North Sea
(with return periods of 10, 50 and 100 years). The
mooring system was represented through linear springs;
the main mooring line was horizontally connected to a
fixed vertical pile, where the tension was measured
through a force transducer (Figure 3a). Different drafts
have been tested. Motions of the model in heave, pitch
and surge were measured. Experimental data are
available as 30 min long time series, acquired at 20 Hz.
This same setup has been analysed numerically.

3. Numerical method
In this study a panel model of Wave Dragon (Figure
3b) is created through the software GeniE [5],
reproducing the same model geometry and mass
distribution used in the tank testing. This panel model
is the input for the software HydroD [5], used for the
hydrodynamic analysis in the frequency domain; this
includes the calculation of hydrostatic stiffness,
potential damping, added mass and 1st and 2nd order
wave excitation forces on the body.
Once determined, the hydrodynamic properties will
be used in the coupled mooring analysis in time
domain, performed through the software SIMO/Riflex.
Additionally, the viscous term is introduced according
to the Morison model. This has been estimated by
calibrating the numerical model with data derived from
the tank testing of the scaled model of Wave Dragon.
The goal is to determine an entry value for the
quadratic damping term so that the numerical model is
able to reproduce the observed experimental response.
An iterative approach has been used to find the best
correspondence in terms of tension in the main line of
the mooring system, the one connecting the main
platform to the central buoy. Other non-linear features,
such as the overtopping, are disregarded in the analysis;
this is not considered a major problem at this stage, as
previous studies have shown that in extreme conditions
the device should be set to the lowest floating position
possible to increase its survivability, a condition in
which it is almost totally submerged and the
nonlinearities due to the overtopping are very much
limited [4].

2. Experimental data
In November 2010 a series of tests have been carried
out in order to assess the response of Wave Dragon to
extreme wave conditions, in terms of extreme forces in
the main mooring line and extreme motions. These
have been carried out at the Hydraulic and Coastal
Laboratories of Aalborg University (AAU) on a 1:51.8
scale model of Wave Dragon [4]. The scaled model
used is 5 m wide (from tip to tip of the reflectors), 2.9
m long in its longitudinal cross-section and 0.28 m
high.

It has to be mentioned here that a commercial unit of
Wave Dragon would be built differently respect to the
small scale model considered in this study, which was
designed for the purpose of preliminary tank testing
only. On a commercial unit the buoyancy elements
would be distributed more uniformly throughout the
main platform, limiting significantly the hydrodynamic
sensitivity to the draft and mean trim position
(Figure 4).
It is also worth noting that Wave Dragon is designed
so that the added buoyancy provided by closed
compartments is enough for it not to sink in any
condition.

Figure 3. The experimental setup used in the tank tests and
the panel model used in the hydrodynamic analysis.
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The device will stay afloat with a very low freeboard
but will still be capable of producing power even with
all open bottomed chambers depressurised. This can be
already observed at the model scale, where in order to
test the lowest ramp freeboard needed for survivability
mode some external weight had to be added on top of
the platform deck.

4.

Conclusions and further work

The hydrodynamic characterization of the Wave
Dragon has been carried out. A numerical model has
been developed and validated with experimental results
derived from tank tests of a small scale model, being
ready for future use. Added mass, linear and quadratic
damping, hydrostatic stiffness and excitation force have
been derived for different drafts.
The numerical results obtained for the tension in the
main mooring line are matching very well the
experimental ones. The numerical model can be
therefore considered well calibrated and reliable for
future use. The validity of these parameters can be
extended to larger scale devices as long as a
geometrical similarity is maintained; therefore they will
be used in the future coupled analysis aimed at
designing a suitable mooring for a 1.5 MW Wave
Dragon to be deployed in Hanstholm, at the DanWEC
test site.
A deeper understanding on the hydrodynamic
behaviour of Wave Dragon is also a result of this study,
especially with regard to the influence of its static mean
position on the natural frequency of oscillation, the
damping ratio and hence the mooring line tension.
Results are in agreement with previous experimental
findings, and will be very valuable for the
implementation of the control strategy on large-scale
devices.
Future work will include the use of the software
SIMO/Riflex to analyze the response of the Wave
Dragon to environmental and mooring loads for
extreme wave conditions at the DanWEC deployment
site. Different mooring layouts will be assessed and the
best option chosen based on criteria of reliability and
economic feasibility.

Figure 4. Suggested revised layout of the main
structural members of the platform

Concrete built Wave Dragons will have a weight of
around 5 times all steel built devices of similar overall
design and size. The maintenance costs will however
be much smaller and the economic lifetime much
longer. The construction cost in a series production will
be up to 3 times smaller. There are therefore obviously
very good reasons for large wave energy devices like
Wave Dragon to be constructed in reinforced concrete.
This is however hardly the case for the much smaller
device types that need to move in phase with the waves
in order to obtain a reasonable efficiency.
The detailed design work for MW size concrete built
Wave Dragons involves worlds most experienced
consulting engineers when it comes to offshore
concrete constructions, Dr. tecn. Olav Olsen a.s. Figure
6 shows some of the company’s design experience.

Figure 5. Survival tests spring 2012 with new model
at AAU
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Figure 6. A major part of worlds concrete platforms are designed by Dr. tecn. Olav Olsen a.s.
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